DURA SEAL Paste Wax
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
DURA SEAL® Paste Wax is a special blend of five waxes that gives hardwood floors the handrubbed lustre of fine furniture. This classic product protects and beautifies with minimal maintenance.
Available in Neutral for light surfaces and Coffee Brown for dark surfaces.
WARNING! Removal of old paint by sanding, scraping, or other means may generate dust or
fumes that contain lead. Exposure to lead dust or fumes may cause brain damage or other
adverse health effects, especially in children or pregnant women. Controlling exposure to lead
or other hazardous substances requires the use of proper protective equipment, such as a
properly fitted respirator (NIOSH approved) and proper containment and cleanup. For more
information, call the National Lead Information Center at 1-800-424-LEAD (in US) or contact
your local health authority.
DIRECTIONS:
New Floor Preparation:
1. Prepare floor according to NOFMA or NWFA approved methods.
2. Stain and seal with DURA SEAL® Penetrating Wood Finish, DURA SEAL®Fast
Dry Wood Stain, or DURA SEAL® 500 Penetrating Fast Dry Sealer, according to label 		
directions.
Old Floor Preparation:
1. Clean flooring using DURA SEAL® Renovator® Cleaner and Reconditioner, according to 		
1abel directions
Application:
1. Place a small amount of DURA SEAL Paste Wax in the center of a piece of cheese cloth. 		
Fold the cloth so the Paste Wax will not come in direct contact with the floor.
2. Wipe floor with the cheese cloth in a circular motion applying light pressure to the cloth. 		
This will force the DURA SEAL Paste Wax through the cloth onto the floor yielding a 			
more even application. NOTE: Apply DURA SEAL Paste Wax in small enough areas 			
so that the surface can be buffed before the wax has set and hardened, approximately 			
five minutes.
3. After applying, buff each area to a soft sheen with a soft, dry cloth, weighted buffer or 			
polisher.
PRECAUTIONS: Do not use on surfaces other than wood. Do not apply polyurethane over wax. Do
not store in warm area.

CLEAN UP: Clean equipment using paint thinner, turpentine or mineral spirits
COVERAGE: 500 square feet per pound
STORAGE: Keep containers tightly closed. Isolate from heat, sparks or open flame,
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
SOLVENT: 				
Mineral Spirits (NON-PHOTOCHEMICALLY REACTIVE)
PRODUCT WEIGHT (LBS/GAL);		
6.8 (Typical)
% SOLIDS: 				
29.5 (Typical)
VOC WGT %: 				
71.0
VISCOSITY: 				
Solid at room temperature
FLASH POINT (SETA FLASH): 		
105°
MAINTENANCE: Periodically remove dust and grit by sweeping or vacuuming. Wipe up spills as
soon as possible. Periodic buffing will renew lustre. Exceptionally worn areas will require an additional
coat of DURA SEAL Paste Wax. When complete reconditioning is desired, clean surface using DURA
SEAL Renovator Cleaner and Reconditioner.
SOLVENT: Non-photochemically reactive.
CAUTION: COMBUSTIBLE MIXTURE DANGER!
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
DANGER: Contains mineral spirits. Harmful or fatal if swallowed. Do not take internally. Skin irritant.
Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Wear rubber gloves and safety glasses when handling. Avoid
inhalation and use only with adequate ventilation. If adequate ventilation cannot be maintained, wear
respiratory protection [NIOSH/MSHA TC23C or equivalent] or leave the area. Do not use or store
near heat, sparks, flame or other sources of ignition. Close container after each use.
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HEALTH: Effects of overexposure: irritation of eyes, skin and respiratory system.
FIRST AID: If swallowed, do not induce vomiting. CALL PHYSICIAN IMMEDIATELY. For skin
contact, wash thoroughly with soap and water. If irritation persists, get medical attention. In case of
eye contact, immediately flush eyes thoroughly with water, then remove any contact lenses. Continue
to flush eyes with water for at least 15 minutes. If irritation persists, CONTACT A PHYSICIAN. If
affected by inhalation, remove to fresh air and CALL PHYSICIAN.
COLOR			
NEUTRAL 			
COFFEE BROWN		
NEUTRAL			
COFFEE BROWN

SIZE		
1LB		
1 LB		
6 LB		
6 LB

SKU #		
CASE/PACK
81710			
12
81723			
12
86710			
4
86723			
4
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